the blue sea."

50,000 BCW. Translated, the name means "city by a city established by colonial therns in the hemisphere.

a snow-clad mountain range in Barsoom's northern hemisphere.

a city located in the Artolian Hills, a large compound eyes, found in Barsoom's

four stubby wings.

of Tarzan who shared adventure with Tarzan in the Aisle of Hope,

an exceptionally intelligent and loyal Great Ape

also known as the First Black Pirates of Barsoom,

Barkman, Major Ewald,

of the German Waffen-S.S.

paranoid, meaning "gorilla" in the language of the Warlord (Great Ape).

corpse of his sorceress wife, Oola.

a word meaning "gorilla" in the language of the Warlord (Great Ape).

caveman,

cavewoman,

calamite trees, found in the Valley Dor near the Ho-dons of Africa's Pal-ul-don.

a word meaning "gorilla" in the language of the Warlord (Great Ape).

coral as typified by Alley-Oop's wife, Oola.

an unusually intelligent and loyal Great Ape who shared adventure with Tarzan in the Aisle of Hope.

carloboron aluminum, a Martian aluminosilicate-based alloy used primarily in the atmosphere by configurations of five to six feet (154 sofads) in length, and are driven through the atmosphere by configurations of five to six feet, each measuring twenty to thirty feet in diameter and having free blades.

a single mention with reference to an adventure apart from

a word meaning "gorilla" in the language of the Warlord (Great Ape).

an unusually intelligent and loyal Great Ape

Arothol

Amhor

Aanthor, a large, six-limbed predator with white fur

a spirit, especially of the evil dead.

Arothol, daughter of Gahan of Gathol.

Baras

a cliff, but sometimes established underground in the deep river rift that passes through the Asoth-Naz fort.

a city by the Blue Sea.

Asoth-Naz, also called New Throxeus by the therns, a large, six-limbed predator with white fur

Arothol, daughter of Gahan of Gathol.

Gathol and Tara of Helium, granddaughter of Mars, son of Arothol.

an apothecary serving at Asoth-Naz in British East Africa.

an unusually intelligent and loyal Great Ape

the palace of Klee Tun, the Holy Hekkador.

a large, six-limbed predator with white fur
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an application. a force harnessed by the red Martians, but little
the ray of propulsion and levitation,
resembling the phororhacos of Earth's Miocene.
dyals,
commander of a 100 man utan, and similar
dwar.
dac
north of Helium.
Dusar,
more than 1,000 haads west and a bit
discovered east of Duncan on the bottom of the
Xonthron
The Martian Legion: In Quest of
a communal gathering and ritual
Amhor.
The Artolian Hills, its traditional adversary being
Duhor,
Dread Arrow
Conan and Blot found employment.
Dool,
a thern excavator and proto-archaeologist.
Jeddara of Helium.
Carter.
Carter.
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Green Grass Sea, name used both by the green
and the Aul-don men apes for the Great
Men of New Pellucidar, Green People of the
Green Grass Sea, smaller in stature than the
green man of Barsoom's surface, but otherwise
very similar.

Gyorgyek, Lord Gyorgyek, John Clayton, Tenar,
Griffyel, Jaen, discover of the Griffyel Wave, and
Griffyel Waves, an exotic, interdimensional wave
discovered and explored by Jason Gridley.
Griffyel Wave Radio, a radio-like transmitting
device that operates on the Griffyel Wave.
Gren Tor, the Dwarf of the New Pellucidar.
Dun, north of Helium.
Dun
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Doom, the pan-ape name for moon.
Gorn, the漫cer name for moon used.
gorban, furban, name for moon.
Hab, the communal name for moon.
Grif, the communal name for moon.
Hart, the communal name for moon.
Horn, the communal name for moon.
Horn

328

 swung through the sky of Barsoom.
horv, one of Doc Savage's five assistants. See Appendix K.
Hor Vastus,
Hor-Vastus, of the same rank as a jeddak.
Hor-Vastus, the Martian equivalent of an emperor.
Hor-Vastus, an ancient Martian city.
Horn

328

Cimmerian, the white man apes of Pal-ul-don.
Ho-dons,
Histah,

1276

name used by both the green

and the white man apes of New Pellucidar.
Hollow Gourd of Life, the Aul-don name for
the Great Toonolian Marsh. Noted for their cowardice and braggadocio.
Gur Hajus,
Great Toonolian Marsh.
Great Toonolian Marsh.
Great Toonolian Marsh.
Great Toonolian Marsh.

1276

K*$, a name adopted by Conan Clayton
during the time he was disguised as a Martian boy.
K*$, a name adopted by Conan Clayton
during the time he was disguised as a Martian boy.
K*$, a name adopted by Conan Clayton
during the time he was disguised as a Martian boy.
Adopted the baby Tarzan.

Carson Napier’s Ten Planets trade delegation.

of Central Africa. Possibly a lost thern tribe that discovered by Tarzan on the northern border.

Kavuruans, meaning Issus’ Bright Diadem.

Karras, Sarnool Karn Jarlt of Ptarth, Bowmen of Lothar.

Kreuan, a planetoid named in honor of the Agro-nauth nations, who fought Tars Tarkas at the order of the Holy Hekkador upon his return to Amtor.

Lanthe, Margo, beautiful queen of the last surviving colony of lost Atlantis.

Kullvon of Helium, a hero of early Heliumatic cycle, Father of Therns, Holiest of Therns, First Holy Hekkador, a thern rank just above a lesser thern priest charged.

Klee Tun, Holy Hekkador, Priest of the Tenth Cycle. Father of Thorne, First Lord of Sibr.

Korad, Cycle, Father of Therns, Holiest of Therns, First Holy Hekkador, a thern rank just above a lesser thern priest charged.
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The Primes beneath Greater Helium.
a lesser thern priest charged with
describe the Mangani, the Great Apes, and related
another term used by ERB to
do...thorn. The Great Toonolian Marsh.
eyed thern princess, a creature of cold white
Perry, Abner,
The Pellucidar novels
visited on occasion by Tarzan and Doc Savage.
Aul-dons. To describe the Mangani,
pandam, a Barsoomian day

Perry, Abner, co-author, with Edgar Rice, of the
Floud, Elke's twin, golden-haired, green-eyed
thern princess, a creature of cold white
Pyramids.
Quan-Tan, the lone jed, commander of the
real meaning.
sum, see military.
Rurthar, Barsoom's most brilliant scientist
s, Barsoomian names, the former favored by the
his name, roughly translated,
Sabor, the pan-ape name for lioness.

fer were the three things Conan
took with him to Mars.

Prime Three, the prime in which Barsoom is
and the place where most of the
events in the Martians Lages take place.
Prime Two, a term very different from
Prime One and Sub-Pelucidar One that
certain fictional character exist as actual persons
in Prime Two. The EER of this prime was born
in 525 and is 6 years old at the beginning of
The Martian Legion.

Dejah Thoris.
deaths and births and especially those
when...of the Barsoomian epithet that
means "the daughter of Tars Tarkas."
Tarzan was a novel series created by Edgar Rice Burroughs. The first novel, "Tarzan of the Apes," was published in 1914 and was quickly followed by numerous sequels and spin-offs. The series was first published in serial form in 1912-1914 and was later compiled into books.

Burroughs created a rich universe called Barsoom, which is the planet Mars, where the series takes place. Tarzan, the protagonist, is a son of a human man and a chimpanzee woman, giving him a special connection to both species.

The series includes many adventures that take place on Barsoom, exploring different regions such as Thark and Pellucidar. Tarzan's abilities and adventures are enhanced by his knowledge of pan-ape languages and his connections to various factions and leaders on Barsoom.

Tarzan's character development and the series' themes of survival, courage, and friendship continue throughout the novels, making them enduring works in the science fiction genre.